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Abstract 
This paper presents a body of architecture that has been under acknowledged mostly 
due to its occurrence during the apartheid years in South Africa, a country that has 
only recently come to terms with its past, allowing opportunities to reflect on many 
aspects of its history. This particular architectural account celebrates the house of a 
renowned academic as the catalyst of a period of innovative design in Natal. Barrie 
Biermann had been recruited to the staff at the University of Natal in 1952, at the 
same time as Ronald Lewcock; and together they established a profound history of 
architecture course and collectively developed the theoretical discourse at the school, 
that challenged the directions of contemporary South African architecture. The design 
of House Biermann (1961) synthesised the influence of the modern movement with 
Biermann’s own research into the vernacular architecture of the Cape and interests in 
colonial and indigenous architecture. The paper will discuss how the design of House 
Biermann established a benchmark for a regional modernism, and describes how its 
example was quickly followed by a succession of Biermann’s students including Hans 





This paper presents a body of architecture that has been under acknowledged mostly due to its 
occurrence during the apartheid years in South Africa, a country that has only recently come to 
terms with its past, allowing opportunities to reflect on many aspects of its history.  
 
This particular architectural account celebrates the house of a renowned academic as the 
catalyst of a period of innovative design in Natal. 
 
Barrie Biermann had been recruited to the staff at the University of Natal in 1952, at the same 
time as Ronald Lewcock; and together they established a profound history of architecture 
course and collectively developed the theoretical discourse at the school, that challenged the 
directions of contemporary South African architecture. 
 
The design of House Biermann (1961) synthesised the influence of the modern movement with 
Biermann’s own research into the vernacular architecture of the Cape and interests in colonial 
and indigenous architecture. 
 
The paper will discuss how the design of House Biermann established a benchmark for a 
regional modernism, and describes how its example was quickly followed by a succession of 
Biermann’s students including Hans Hallen, Paul Mikula and others who developed a 
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 Beyond Barrie’s House: the emergence of a regional domestic architecture in Natal during the 
1960s. 
 
Opportunities to celebrate the past in South Africa have largely been overshadowed by the 
conditions inflicted under the political policies of Apartheid. The country’s architectural 
development, notwithstanding the political backdrop, has nevertheless been of interest, and as 
yet only been sporadically reported and acknowledged in publications.  
 
A particularly important account is the emergence of a body of residential architecture in 
Durban, on the Natal (now KwaZulu-Natal) coast, during the 1960s. This paper sites the house 
of a renowned local academic as the benchmark in this period of innovative design and argues 
that its significance can be attributed to a break from the pervading confines of international 
modernism, to an architectural discourse cognisant of vernacular, cultural and economic 
influences. 
 
The paper builds on the observations of Danie Theron, a theorist and architectural 
commentator, who had identified the significance of House Biermann, suggesting its 
importance as a catalyst to a body of significant architecture in the region. 
 
“In Durban, with its humid climate and luxuriant vegetation, a house built by Barrie 
Biermann had a strong influence on domestic architecture locally, especially on the work 
of Hans Hallen, Paul Mikula and others. An extremely romantic and personal statement, 
it combines rough bagged walls, concrete roofs, discarded ironwork and shutters, 
undulating brick paving and exotic plants into a total unity of architectural experience. 
The house stresses the irrelevance of boundaries between the inside and outside in a 
warm climate, and the resulting integration of indoor and outdoor spaces.” 1 
 
The private house is well acknowledged as an agent of theoretical application in architecture, 
and “continues to occupy a unique position in the history of architecture and human cultural 
imagination”.2 Furthermore its tangibility as an architectural problem readily invites 
experimentation, Nicolas Pople describes that “houses are the carriers of both social traditions 
and aspirations; they provide rich material for reading the myths and realities which drive 
different cultural environments”.3 
  
This essay will discuss how the design of House Biermann facilitated mediation between 
important cultural inflections and the prevailing modernist influence. The immediate impact 
House Biermann had on subsequent practice in Natal was reinforced through Biermann’s 
teaching.  
 
Evidence of Biermann’s influence on the localisation of modernism is gained through a study 
of the domestic architecture in Natal during the 1960s and is represented in this paper through 
the illustration of House Mikula, also an architects own home, and one that developed on the 
mannerism of House Biermann in invoking a statement of specific place.  
 
Ronald Lewcock explains: 
 
“By the mid 1950s we were aware of New Empiricism and Le Corbusier's work at 
Ronchamp and La Tourette, and Barrie and I, at least, thought of Modernism as style, 
and were aware that architecture was moving on. By then Le Corbusier had built a 
number of projects using local building traditions, and Hassan Fathy was in the 
Architectural Review. As historians and theorists, we both felt that the local South 
African environment was important for the direction of future architecture in the country 
- as were South African architectural traditions.  So we tried to work to foster our own 





In his pertinent essay ‘Modernism at the margins’, Daniel Herwitz describes a historical 
dependence on imported cultural values to the periphery (Africa) from the centre (Europe and 
America).5 This is exemplified from Herbert Baker’s design for the Union Building in Pretoria 
(1910), bearing the hallmarks of his association with Edwin Lutyens, through to the impact of 
the Modern Movement in South Africa during the 1930s, a period that witnessed a concerted 
adaptation of the International Style houses in suburbs surrounding Johannesburg. Here a 
caucus of young architects led by Rex Martienssen had been coined ‘Le Groupe Transvaal’ by 
Le Corbusier himself, having entertained intermittent delegations to his studio in Paris and 
having also received copies of the South African Architectural Record in which these 
reverentially designed houses had been featured. 
 
With time, as with Le Corbusier in India and Niemeyer in Brazil, the surge in modernism was 
widely experienced across Africa. During the 1950s the developing new urban centres 
provided opportunities for architectural forays into Sub-Saharan Africa. Prominent British 
practices were commissioned for major works such as Fry, Drew & Partners in Nigeria along 
with Denys Lasdun and James Cubitt in Ghana.6 
 
The influence of the exuberant Brazilian modernism made an impact in South Africa and was 
most keenly developed in Pretoria, “the administrative capital, expressed in architectural terms 
the Nationalist government’s aspiration to become a progressive New World nation-state, the 
affluence of the 1960s allowed for building programmes which monumentalised these 
endeavours”.7 
 
“The Brazil Builds exhibition in New York in 1943 found a receptive audience amongst 
South African graduates. Sun-screens and roof canopies gave buildings a sub-tropical 
appearance and have continued to develop and lend a distinct regional character to the 
building stock that developed”8 
 
Barrie Biermann travelled to Brazil in 1952 and published an article on Brazilian fenestration 
in the South African Architectural Record where he referred to the louvred facades as 
‘conditioned walls’.9 
 
Prior to this period the volume of notable modern buildings in Durban had been modest in 
comparison to the other national centres in South Africa. A notable exception being the Natal 
Technical Clubhouse (1938) by Ing. Jackson and Park Ross, which was noted for its expressive 
use of brickwork in the manner of the Dutch Dudok in Sir Banister Fletcher’s History of 
Architecture 19th Edition, as well as being featured in the Architectural Review of August 1940 
& October 1944. 
 
Durban’s Ocean Terminal (1961-62) by M.S. Zakrzewski and J. Warunkiewicz, made a 
connection in architectural form with Niemeyer’s buildings in Brazilia and was also featured in 
the Architectural Review in March 1963, where some of the most advanced uses of off shutter 
in-situ concrete in South Africa were executed in the construction of the building.  
 
Architects and students in South Africa had avidly followed architectural developments in 
Britain and the USA through the pages of the international journals, and the impact of 
Brutalism on one hand, and Louis Kahn on the other would both make lasting impressions on 
the direction of modern architecture in the country.  
  
Danie Theron in one of his early essays, wrote enthusiastically about ‘New Brutalism’ in 
Theoria June 1965, acknowledging its stronghold in Britain with examples of Stirling & 
Gowan’s recent work at Ham Common (1958) and Leicester University (1964). Theron also 
noted Louis Kahn’s Yale Art Centre (1953) and Richards Medical Research Building (1961) 
contribution to ‘New Brutalism’. Theron, along with other South African architects Willie 
Meyer, Glen Gallagher, Roelof Uytenbogaardt had all been pupils of Kahn’s at the University 
of Pennsylvania Master’s programme and their experiences were shared with others upon 
return to South Africa. Hans Hallen, mentored by Biermann through a prolific architectural 
career observed “The Louis Kahn influence was strong because so many South Africans shot 
off to ‘Penn’. Few shook off his influence to find their own expression.” 10 
 
Cultural sensibility  
 
In addition to the example set by Biermann through his teaching and the design of his house, 
the emergence of an authentic architectural expression in South Africa can also be attributed to 
the Pretoria based architect Norman Eaton, who was responsible for many notable houses, 
banks and public buildings that demonstrated how the architectural tenets of modernism could 
be synthesised with a sensibility to African culture, sense of place, and climatic 
responsiveness. His considerable work included The Netherlands Bank (1961-65) in Durban, 
which remains one of the cities finest buildings. 
 
Author Clinton Harrop- Allin from his important study on the work of Eaton states that; 
 
“Eaton made a significant contribution to the vitally formative period of South African 
architecture. His individuality, the clarity with which these were persued and their 
unique relevance to a modern but at the same time essentially African milieu, produced a 
body of important work.”11 
 
Intriguing parallels between the philosophies of Biermann and Eaton have been eloquently 
described in Tony Morphet essay on the synergies between the two men. 
 
“Both had family roots in Afrikaner culture and felt themselves to be natural inheritors of 
the legacy of Cape Dutch architecture…yet the critical factor that distinguished both 
Eaton and Biermann from their contemporaries was their interest in the vernacular 
architectures and cultures of Africa.”12 
 
Biermann at the School of Architecture in Natal 
 
The School of Architecture at the University of Natal had been established in 1949, having 
been upgraded from a part-time course with examinations conducted by the University of the 
Witwatersrand. The School’s inaugural Professor and Head was Paul Connell, who had 
participated in the ‘Transvaal Group’ and had corresponded directly with Le Corbusier in his 
capacity as Secretary of the Architectural Society. 
 
Connell’s significant contribution in the early development of the school was his ability to 
attract quality staff and visiting lecturers. Such international figures as R. Buckminster Fuller, 
Prof. Nicholas Pevsner, Sir Hugh Casson, Amancio ‘Pancho’ Guedes, Ove Arup and Richard 
Neutra visited the school during his period as Head and continued the persisting international 
influence.  
 
The most notable appointments during the formative period of the school were those of Barrie 
Biermann and Ronald Lewcock in 195213. Both architects were embarking on academic 
careers, and were to develop the History of Architecture course as well as the research and 
publication profile of the school to a high standing.  
 
Historian Brian Kearney explains; 
 
“For Connell to have got Biermann and Lewcock in the same School of Architecture was 
quite a coup, certainly in regards to the abilities of the two men. Biermann came through 
with a very strong Brazilian regionalism and an incredible interest in South African 
landscape and architecture. Lewcock was much wider than South Africa, his interests 
were in the Middle East, Yemen, Saudi Arabia and Da-Es-Salaam.”14 
 
Biermann’s had completed his Doctoral Degree ‘A contribution to the study of the origins of 
Colonial Architecture in the Cape’ at the University of Cape Town in 1952. Biermann was 
also a researcher on the subject of indigenous architecture and published widely on the subject.  
 
Colin Polwarth comments; 
 
 “Biermann included commentary on the structure, process of construction, and the 
names of the various construction constituents of the Zulu hut. This was indicative of his 





“Biermann’s interests were not constrained by a narrow view, for he saw architecture as 
a broad and complex intertwining of the arts. To him, urban and landscape design was 
architecture, sharing a place with sculpture and painting in giving expression to the many 
cultural drives of a society. He brought to his teaching a rich understanding of the scale, 
character and form of building as well as their symbolic value, and demonstrated how 
appropriate setting and interaction between buildings could best shape urban 
architecture. His examples in teaching were drawn from sources as diverse as Greek 
temple siting studies, the way in which the Hindu temples of Durban were placed, the 
organisation of the buildings of the Malay Quarter, or the shape of Greek villages.” 16 
 
Biermann’s lectures to students were legendary at the School of Architecture in Natal, he used 
music to accompany his slides and would strikingly draw with chalk with a piece in each hand 
drawing the classical orders from bottom up with mirrored precision and balance. Andrew 
Verster, Durban artist and close friend wrote; 
 
“In his head too were stored pictures of places he had been, remembered in exact detail. 
He would come into a lecture room and begin drawing at one end of the board and work 
in silence to the other, dust his fingers and face his astonished audience of students for 
the first time. He might then speak. Behind him would be a panorama of Venice with its 
buildings and carvings, its domes and spires. The silence too had created wonder and his 
silences were as eloquent as his speech”17 
 
The environment at the school was also one of a strong studio culture; this was partly due to 
small classes, as Kearney elaborates; 
 
“In the junior school, the first three years of study, there was a profound commitment to 
the Modern Movement, modernism in all its common senses, whether it is modern art or 
modern architecture. Contradictorily balanced on the other hand by the best history 
teaching in the country and by the best history courses. It could not have been a better 
educational process to encourage independence of thinking. I think that our education 
was coloured on the one hand by this serious dichotomy between the strengths of history 
on the one hand and the strengths of modernism on the other. We were really encouraged 
to examine and turn over modernism and look at it from every point of view.” 18 
 The university provided Biermann with a place to develop his thoughts on South African 
architecture through his research and teaching. The design of his own house imbued many of 
his ideas, and gave form to his theories. Hallen points out, “the house had given inspiration and 
pleasure to his pupils, friends and colleagues. In its design he gave physical expression to his 




House Biermann (1960) Fig 1. 
 
References to House Biermann have intermittently appeared in South African architectural 
publications over the years, and its recognition has been shared with the international 
community in the contents of two journals; the UIA International Architect issue on Southern 
Africa in 1985, featuring a description of the house over two pages20; and the Architectural 
Review special volume in 1995 where imbedded in Ivor Prinsloo’s essay he mentions “House 
Biermann, an intensely autobiographical work.”21 
 
In 1960, having travelled again to Brazil, Barrie Biermann returned to continue lecturing at the 
University of Natal as well as start the design of his own house.  
 
Biermann’s description of his house begins with a formula, “Old fashioned modern design + 
Economic necessity = Regional vernacular”, he explains “Within imposed limitations, there is 
nearly always enough choice in the disposition of elements to allow for the effective operation 
of theory in architecture; harmony and contrast.”22  
 
Therefore important characteristics of the house are the result of the manipulation of design 
intent through the restrictions of a tight budget. The planning the house retraces in part, the 
lines of foundations from the previous domestic structure. Furthermore the new walls are 
constructed of whitewashed common brickwork, with porticos, screens and fenestration 
incorporating re-cycled Victorian cast iron from demolition sites.   
 
The simple economy of the house contrasted with the more lavish modernist homes that had 
preceded suggesting an accessibility of modern architecture to less affluent communities. This 
attribute would stimulate the development of young practices being established at the time. 
 
The skilful siting of the house on a westerly facing slope is also paramount to its qualities, with 
application of Biermann’s study and understanding of Greek villages. Biermann explains; 
 
“The principle of least disturbance is carried further by not tampering with the site profile 
more than is necessary to establish floor levels; and its economy is effectively 
demonstrated in a roof line running  parallel to the original site profile, resulting in a 
basic concord of landscape and architecture”. 23 
 
Polwarth concurs that the “Quality of light in this simple u-plan arrangement of space which 
enhances the sculptural features such as the translations between the landscape and the 
building siting.” 24 
 
Interwoven with this manifesto is the deference to the South African architectural vernacular, 
which had deeply rooted into Biermann’s understanding of place, beginning with his empathy 
for the small homesteads of the Karoo (an arid region of South Africa). Furthermore 
similarities can be found between the simple forms of the Karoo house and the courtyard 
formations of the vernacular architecture of the Ndebele (indigenous people located in the 
northern provinces of South Africa).  
 
Iconoclastic qualities in the house are the counterpoint of orthogonal walls with the cascading 
swirls of the brick boundary wall as well as the cylindrical bathroom element to the west of the 
lower accommodation wing, which invite references to the masonry walls of the Great 
Zimbabwe ruins, where Biermann had previously visited. 
 
Planning is described in terms of contrasts in directions, surfaces treated as independent 
planes, mass is dematerialised with the interpenetration of spaces to enhance performance. The 
interplay of light and shade is enabled by manipulating the placing of openings, while 
materials generate forms assumed by their manufacture and ‘found objects’ in imbuing every 
piece of scrap with the quality of its material.25 
 
Craig Hamilton’s has beautifully described and illustrated the route through the simplicity of 
spaces in his following analysis; 
 
“House Biermann is normally approached from the top of the site. A path through a 
dense garden leads down to the entrance courtyard. This courtyard, enclosed by the 
jungle-like garden, immediately establishes the privacy of the house from the street. The 
entrance façade is a blank, long whitewashed wall punctuated only by the entrance door 
and it’s cast iron canopy. Once through the door one is confronted by yet another blank 
wall. Only when one passes beyond this screen is the elevated position of the living room 
platform revealed with its wonderful view over the roof toward the inland hills of Natal. 
The hall screen also forces the first of several changes of direction as one moves through 
the house. From this platform one moves down the steps, which are deliberately 
elongated to ease the decent from the upper level to the ‘cloister walk’ and the courtyard 
garden. This brick paved ‘cloister walk’ slopes gently down to the lower platform, giving 
access to the private study, bathroom and bedroom. Again this walk is terminated by a 
whitewashed wall, hung with African artefacts. A change in direction leads to the second 
platform with its brick paved terrace enclosed by a cast iron screen. Elevated here above 
the lower garden one has an immediate view of sub-tropical vegetation, avocado trees 
and banana palms, all viewed through the decorative foliage of the cast iron screen.” 26 
 
The plan form itself was subject of an essay by Professor Roger Fisher in which he traces the 
morphological development of spatial order and structure from James Wyatt’s Fontill Abbey, 
through the houses of Mies van der Rohe, Frank Lloyd Wright, Richard Neutra, Pancho 
Guedes and Geoffrey Bawa; to a final comparison with House Biermann itself. Fisher argues, 
“the plan is that artefact which is the currency of architectural exchange”, concluding that; 
 
 “Whereas the rational component of the plan can be perpetuated and modified, the 
intuitive component has every time to be re-discovered and re-explored. The counterpoint 
of intuitive to rational is what Biermann has established in his plan. It is this schema that 
prevails. The intersection of western rationality and African intuition synthesised into a 
new order is the challenge which Biermann has used.”27 
 
Theron summaries that; 
 
“Barrie Biermann’s house is a remarkable essay in the integration of indoor and outdoor 
spaces, and the innovative use of commonly available building materials and recycled 
components. Touching the dreams of virtually every young (and not so young) architects 
in Natal.” 28 
 
House Mikula (1965) Fig 2. 
 
The design of House Mikula produced an intuitive and personal architecture that experimented 
in the use of ordinary and inexpensive materials, responding to the constraints of a tight 
budget, creating an original formal expression to which Theron has described;  
 
“The tradition (of House Biermann) is further maintained in the Mikula House, but it 
has an unrestrained plan form. The apparent randomly spaced walls create unexpected 
spaces and vistas. The freedom of the plan and the spatial flow of rooms and outdoor 
spaces reflect the organic evolution of the house.”29  
 
Paul Mikula had worked in various offices during vacations and his year of practical training 
had included stints in the offices of Hallen & Dibb. In 1965, during his 4th year of study at the 
University of Natal, he married Maggie Suttie, a ceramic artist and embarked on his first 
autonomous architectural project, the design for their house in Durban. Mikula recalls; 
 
“Our first house was built with the insurance money we got from our flat burning 
down. Both Maggie and I were into nature - we had a love for everything organic, for 
making things. Our dream house was just going to grow out of the ground. The house 
became an arrangement of cells around a garden, with little bits of weaving and craft 
throughout. Maggie was the first potter in South Africa to really understand indigenous 
pottery. A sense of place is so important - site, city, province.”30 
 
Intimate analysis of the site conditions developed into an intuitive exploration of plan and 
formal conception that resulted in a building of organic and spatial richness. 
 
Located on a 30,5 x 27,4m deep pan-handle site, the initial phase of the house was sited above 
a 2.6m existing retaining wall bisecting the upper and lower halves of the property. The plan is 
a series of solid planes and masonry enclosures that articulated the entrance, living spaces and 
main bedroom area. Walls were roughly bagged and whitewashed brickwork; the floors 
arranged with common clay bricks laid on edge onto a concrete surface bed. The walls 
themselves, being irregular and trapezoid, proved quite an ordeal for the contractor to imagine 
a method of setting out, this was resolved by the architect marking out the foundation lines on 
the ground with a brush and whitewash.  
 
The crafting of handmade ceramic tiles into the patterns of the brick flooring imbued an 
African inflection in the building, as had the earlier examples of Eaton’s work. Furthermore 
Mikula was an avid collectors of fine African craft pieces, and these artefacts adorned the 
interiors of his building.  
 
In April 1969, Credo, a national broadsheet edited by Danie Theron, dedicated its four pages to 
photographs of the completed house, the plan and a model. Theron’s introduction is by way of 
a quotation from Louis Sullivan, “The architect must cause a building to grow naturally, 
logically and practically out of its condition…. outward appearances resemble inner purposes”. 
Theron continues;  
 
“The primary functions of the house spaces are to enclose, protect and create privacy. 
The living spaces of the house are characterised by the enclosing aspect and intentions. 
Distinction between the dominant and the residential spaces fade and the in-between 
spaces sharpen simultaneous perception of multifacetness and attached heightened sense 
to the whole. In contrast with the sharp articulation and remote clarity that typifies our 
architecture of today, this factor of double meanings and multiple interpretations 
heighten the liveability. The generic nature of the spaces aspire to a perceptual quality of 
changeable rather than physical flexibility and in this way operates to retain toughness 
and permanence of three dimensional form.” 31 
 
House Mikula launched a reputation for Mikula as a designer of unusual creativity. Mikula, 
through the design and construction of his first house, had shown that it was possible to create 
architecture outside the conventional norms of practice, to experiment with form and 
reinterpret the use of ordinary and inexpensive materials.  
 
Mikula confirms his views on the dichotomies in architectural ideology in South Africa;  
“Although Herbert Baker and later the Internationalists were good architects, they 
weren’t really addressing the issues in South Africa. Things did change however with 
Norman Eaton and Gawie Fagan, because they were also good architects and actually 
loved their place, they loved Africa, and in a very direct way started to bring in little bits 
of Ndebele craft which made wonderful buildings. There were basically two groups, 
those who saw their salvation in the United States in Kahn, and then there were those of 
us who knew that there was another mystery about this place, Barrie Biermann was also 
one of those.”32 
 
Mikula was suspicious of the international trends which suggested that architecture was 
universal and could be transplanted to a location without particular reference to the genus loci. 
To Mikula, architecture resonated from a spirit that was fed by the environment and culture of 
a place and was channelled through the intuitive skills of the designer.   
 
Paul Mikula established a practice on the strength of commission for new houses, particularly 
clients from the Indian community, and would later amalgamate to establish the collaborative 
practice of Building Design Group Architects (BDG) which continued to establish a notable 
volume of work that continued the architectural values of the Biermann and Mikula houses. 
Kearney explains; 
 
“The early work of BDG was about buildings responding to their site in a sculptural 
way, in the way that you would take the site as a of piece of sculpture and you would 
then carve the building out of the site, enhancing the vegetation with views. Paul 
always had this tremendous three dimensionality, in a sculptural sense.”33 
 
Several other architects in Durban were also working within a similar milieu. Hans Hallen, 
John Frost and Victor Polfreman had established their independent practices and Ronald 
Lewcock was in partnership with fellow academics John Templer and Denis Claude. All 
contributed to a significant collective oeuvre.  
 
The emergence of the domestic architecture centred on Durban during the 1960’s, was revered 
around South Africa. In a special feature on Natal in the South African Architectural Record in 
July 1965, the editorial accompanying images of House Biermann effectively summaries the 
essence of this regional architecture. 
 
“The problem of living in the Natal coastal region is different from much of the rest of 
South Africa. Architects considering the warm and humid climate, rich vegetation and 
sloping sites are gradually producing an architecture which, in spite of borrowed 
plumes, is beginning to be expressive of the environment. Deep overhanging roofs; 
cross ventilation; or clipped eaves and shutters; and a direct involvement with luxurious 
growth are characteristics of much recent work. Lime wash or white paint applied on 
strong and rich forms seem to strike the correct note in Durban’s subtropical 
environment.”34 
 
The legacy of House Biermann is one that changed the set of values in its adaptation of 
modernism with an understanding of local conditions, values that resonated in local practice, 
and promoted a growing confidence in the minds of young architects. It is possibly now that 
these observations that Danie Theron had initially made over thirty years ago can be 
appreciated and celebrated by a wider audience.  
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